
I departed for Luanda in December of 2006 with a lead on a mythical contact. A

few months earlier, I had a brief meeting with Onésimo Almeida, a philosopher and

-f-has a mesói+e network of connections in the world of Lusophone literature. Predictably,

he had a close friend and colleague in Luanda who just happened to be

and was an influential hgure in the early stages of the post-independence government.

from assault and robbery in the small hours on the streets of Maputo, Prof. Almeida gave

-M(
me his friend Manuel Rui's email address and encouraged to send him a message once I

A
was in town and had a better sense of my itinerary.

I emailed Manuel Rui in English from an internet cafe shortly after arriva I in4n ?

^hopes that he would be available and willing to meet. It seemed unlikely as we were in

Luanda primarily during the holidays when many Luandans were on vacation from work
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time in-country was passing quickly and I had become convinced that I wouldn't hear

from him in time to meet. I eventually received a response in Portuguese and deciphered

that he had been in Huambo staying with family; by this time I was traveling in the

provinces myself visiting Kuito, Andulo, Huambo, and Lobito. I was scheduled to return

to Luanda with only one and a half days before leaving for the US -- enough time to

affange a visit in theory but not enough time to reschedule if the logistics (include those

of my flights) fell through r.

Back in Luanda, I made a call to Manuel Rui's home number. He has grown hard

of hearing and I was in a loud neighborhood making the conditions of our call difficult.

After a few frustrated moments of yelling back and forth at each over the phone -- I in

slow, deliberate English and he in the simplest Portuguese he could muster blended with

broken English -- the phone was passed to more adept Portuguese speakers to try to

confirm that we were discussing a meeting for lunch on Tuesday before our evening

flight to Lisbon. Rebecca and Arthur, our host, tried to explain as best we could our

location in the Baino Popular so that Manuel Rui's driver could fetch us, but we were all

new to the neighborhood and were only able to give basic information about the location

of the house. Finally, with assurances that we were the only white foreigners living in the

bairro and that many people were certain to be able to direct him to the sole white

diss02/Warne

residents, we got offthe phone with what we hoped was a clear plan.

The following day we were prepared to leave the house by the appointed l2pm

and we moved to the porch to wait and watch for our ride. By 1:30 no one had arrived to

pick us up and we had become convinced that we had misunderstood the plan entirely.
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Just as we were giving up hope, we received a call from an exasperated Manuel Rui who

had been driving around our neighborhood in the intensifying heat for well over an hour

to no avail looking for someone who could direct him to us. He was close though, finally,

and we were able to guide him in over the phone. We moved to the front sidewalk to

watch for their approach and upon gaining our house, his driver, Paolo, brought their

small sport utility vehicle to an abrupt stop in the middle of the street.

We hopped into the back seat quickly before the vehicle started off again as
(/\

Manuel Rui barked instructions at Paolo and poked at his phone to make call. Manuel Rui
À

was visibly annoyed at the whole ordeal and we were not immediately clear of our status

in his eyes, but his frustration quickly melted into amusement at the naive Americans

interested in living in the Baimo Popular. Warming to us, Manuel Rui transitioned into his

charming and witty performance mode as we sped through the backroads of the

neighborhood (the main arteries were predictably clogged). As we drove toward Maianga

and the city center, Manuel Rui quizzed us about our interests in Angola intermittently as

he continued to gruffly instruct Paolo and make arrangements by phone. He seemed

happy and engaged,buzzingwith energy as he multitasked.

Manuel Rui has a reputation for his love of food and his skill in the kitchen, just

h;s
one of his many considerable talents, and before we could head back to the house we had

AA
to make stop at a superrnarket so he could pick up some last minute ingredients to frnish

,l
lunch. As he hopped out of the car outside of O Supermercado Martal the street vendors

in front of the shop began calling to him immediately, "O Poeta, O Poeta!" (Poet, poet!),

showing their fruits and hoping to charm him into a sale. He laughed and joked with them
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as he passed, taking note of what was available and the price before swooping into the

large shop filled with imports. He careened through the aisles, joking with the workers

and patrons that recognized him as he made his way to the meat counter in the rear. He

greeted the owner, eyed the shelves for new imports, and danced with one of the shop

girls as he waited for his meat order to be filled. We followed in a bit of a daze -- we

hadn't spent much time in this kind ofAngolan supermarket, crammed with expensive

goods marked up three to five times beyond expected prices.

Everything prepared, Paolo carried Manuel Rui's selections to the front where he

was checked out quickly and back on the street. He haggled briefly with some vendors

before settling on a price for fruit and was quickly back in the car as Paolo finished the

transactions and put the purchases in the vehicle. We eased our way back into traffic that

was picking up as peopled ended lunch and headed back to work, and after a short but

complicated drive we were in front of his home. Paolo honked for the guard to open the

gate and we hopped out of the vehicle on the street so that Paolo could ease the vehicle

into its narroq protected slot in the quintal. We went through the gate, slid past another

modest SUV and a Smart car inside, and stepped into a dark room on the lower level

before winding our way up the stairs behind Manuel Rui to the main section of the house.

As we entered the main living space, Manuel Rui motioned us to the living room

couches to the left as he shouted our arrival to his wife Alice and the house at large before

h4 split offto the right, dodging the dining area and disappearing directly into the kitchen,_--T-*
barking instructions at whomever was inside as he entered. Manuel Rui had shifted again

from charming wit to intense seriousness. We shuffled confusedly to the couch toward a
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blaring television, shrugging to one another. I was neryous to please and impress Manuel

Rui, and his fickle mood left me unsure where I stood.

Manuel Rui reappeared just as Alice emerged from a doorway on the opposite end

of the living room. Alice swept into the room, a beautiful woman who enjoys making an

entrance. It was immediately clear that she had much in common with Manuel Rui: a

performative nature, acerbic wit, and firm opinions about how things should be done.

Both showed an interest in intense engagement and a propensity for boredom when their

considerable intelligence wasn't being challenged. They immediately began to clash with

one another about what drink we should be served and how as they peppered us with

questions faster than we could answer. Manuel Rui moved back and forth between the

living room and kitchen where he was monitoring the final preparations of lunch and

Alice strode about the room as much as she sat, in near constant motion, always

tn
searching for somethintnln. room: her cigarettes, her phone, a picture or artifact to show

us in telling a story. Throughout they continued to correct and instruct one another in

affectionate if occasionally heated exchange. Being in the room with Manuel Rui and

Alice felt like being caught between two talented fencers with long experience in

challenging one another.

From the moment we entered the house, the pace of interaction accelerated. I had

too much to drink -- Manuel Rui plied me with gin before lunch and kept my wine glass

constantly full at the table, I had too 
^u"lrtoÆ.from 

an astonishing anay of delicious

Angolan, Portuguese, and Brazilian dishes, and I embarrassed myself thoroughly when I

misunderstood Manuel Rui's instructions and ate a whole, raw piri piri (a small, intensely
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hot pepper). Time passed quickly as we chatted about a variety of interesting topics. We

leamed about Manuel Rui's new book project and about his love of Huambo, where he

grew up. We talked about the US and international relations, about Angola and

development, about the city's neighborhoods and the provinces we had just returned from

visiting. As lunch drew to a close I got nervous that our conversation had been too wide

ranging and not direct enough: we wanted to retum to Angola and needed help and

advice, contacts in a university and within the government -- none of which we'd had a

chance to talk about. Abruptly it was clear that Manuel Rui was through for the day -- he

had moved on from us, preoccupied by thinking about his writing -- and he called for

Paolo to drive us back to our lodging. I had enjoyed myself but was beginning to feel as

though I'd wasted an opportunity when Manuel Rui told us abruptly that we were to

retum in a year and that when we came again, that we needed to stay with him at least a

month -- we should let him know by phone or email in the meantime if there was

anything he could affange for us. I was delighted, astonished, and wary.

As Paolo chauffeured the two of us back to Arthur's house I felt dazed -- unsure

about what had happened at lunch and confused about what Manuel Rui saw in us that

prompted his offer. Thinking about it years later, after staying with Manuel Rui and Alice

for six weeks as promised, biweekly lunches for an entire year, involving them in my

son's life like a cherished aunt and uncle, and after adopting Manuel Rui as an artistic and

culinary mentor I'm still unsure about what he saw in me that day.

diss02/IVarne
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The development of our relationship and the ever-growing list of things that I

have in common with Manuel Rui continues to amaze me. Before I travelled to Angola

and before I met him, I would never have imagined that I would so strongly identify with

a man born on Angola's Planalto in 1941. Having spoken at length with Manuel Rui

about Huambo and having lived there briefly, however, I now see strong correspondences

between it and the eastern plains of rural South Dakota where I grew up. I also see

connections between the two of us. Like Manuel Rui's writing, my work has consistently

retumed to sensory exploration and to description of place. I've always been drawn to the

use of sound recordings of my environment and I've discovered that I have a tendency to

do at least one composition about my experience of the seasons as part of processing a

move to a new place. 
ô(

The vistas of the plains, the smell and feel the air and rain in our places of birth,
4

the quality of "silence" in different environments, and memories of foods eaten straight

from the earth served as our most common lunch conversation topics, all set against and

interrupted by a blaring onslaught of satellite TV news from SIC International (Portugal),

Sky News (UK), CNN International (US), and Al Jazeera (QataÐ. Manuel Rui and I

entered into an exchange of experience, both of memory and of the present. Increasingly

discomforted by a variety of illnesses, Manuel Rui left his house little during 2008 -- I

became one of his proxies for moving around the city and reporting the conditions on the

streets. He craved information about the traffic, construction, the weather, and the st¿te of

Ombela: Reflections
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power and electricity in the neighborhoods. He loved the image of me, a white foreigner,

riding through the city in the kandongueiros and wanted stories from each of my rides.

He wanted to hear what happened to me in the markets and to know what goods were

easily available in the streets and which were hard to find. He wanted to know the price

of everything and what shops were bringing new food and wines into the city. During the

year I traveled twice to Namibia and once to Zambia with a brief visit to the Zimbabwe

side of Victoria falls -- he wanted to hear about it all and responded with requests for ever
_¿

-
increasing detail in my accounts.

For my own part, I was wading deep into the waters of my dissertation -- my

largest project to date. I was struggling to fìnd direction and a perspective to filter my

experiences in a meaningful way. He graciously shared with me updates on his progress

in writing his current book. He told me about his characters and ideas -- how and when

they were clear to him and how they changed as he worked on and developed them. He

talked frankly through a long period in the middle of the year when he was struggling and

stuck, letting me find reassurance in seeing that even great and successful authors face

challenges in their process. He showed me that if he remained calm and diligent that

progress would come, and it did -- he finished his novel Janela de Sónia that year.

I first learned of Manuel Rui's project to write a cycle of poems about the rain in

Portuguese and Umbundu during our visit in2007.I was immediately drawn to the idea

he presented of sister poems describing the rain written simultaneously such that the

language of each was adjusted to accommodate the needs of the other as they emerged.
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The book presenting the project was launched just before I returned to Angola in 2008

and once I saw the print version I was sure that I wanted to do a piece inspired by the

text. In the end my "O-31qgþ",takes only the rain and the idea of a multilingual

C n,./ìs ) *{rte
conversation from the book, and none of the text, though premise for the book became 

--A
both a method for my piece and a lens through which I could see my relationship with

Manuel Rui.

I encountered the concept and then the book as I was deep in the throes of making

sense of my relationship with Manuel Rui, seeing, atthat time, more difference between

us than something in common and looking for a way to understand our connection.

Despite different and sometime incompatible ways of expressing the same ideas, the text,

in the book, emerges in response to the same environment. While I do not underestimate

the innumerable differences between Huambo in the 1940s and South Dakota in the

1980s, I have, in spite of those differences, come to see connections between the way that

we each experienced our own environment. For example, we share strong memories of

outdoor spaces and of outdoor activities, especially revolving around food and

agriculture 2.

Manuel Rui identified strongly with the memories I shared about spending

childhood in a town where houses were far apart and where there was ample green space

to play and explore. I spent the bulk of my time playing outside and because of the

relative isolation of a town with a population under 200, was allowed to roam fairly

widely at a young age. My memories are of exploring independently, building forts in the

woods, stalking insects and small animals, digging in the ground, wading in water
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collected in low areas, and climbing trees. The most visceral memories of my childhood

revo h my mouth and nasal passages and into

my I my bare skin; and of the dizziness

achieved by staring i,Îo u nearly endless blue sky. When I wasn't playing in these ways I

was traipsing through wilder and more remote areas, hunting wild game and fishing with

my father, or preparing, sowing, weeding, and harvesting in a large garden, chewing on

the stems of wild grass or sucking on the sweet base of clover flower petals. Some of my

most intense taste memories involve pilfering the garden. I used to hide low in the yard

behind tall flower bushes with small amounts of sugar snuck out of the house to cut the

intense tartness of fresh-picked rhubarb -- the sharp taste sensations mingling enhanced

by the adrenaline, fear, and guilt of filching sugar and picking produce without

dissO2/Warne l0

perïnlsslon.

Conversations about these details of our sensory experiences, though rich, didn't

come easily between Manuel Rui and I. To this day, my skill in Portuguese leaves much

to be desired and his English is basic. Communication between us was often difficult,

especially early on, before my language improved even to the point it's at now.

Conversation plodded along as we sought a lingua franca and went back and forth with

questions to refine and clarify our statements. I felt myself having a parallel experience to

that of the book -- Manuel Rui and I negotiated our way to a shared understanding in our

discussions of the rain -- leaving behind some of preferred terms and our facility in our

native languages to meet the shared goal of the conversation.

It is the sensation of working to communicate in this way that ultimately
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informed "Q1bgtu." I see the piece as being about two languages (Umbundu -- a

my recording of the rain through the lenses provided by the recorded voices in the piece.

How is the rain recording different when heard through Umbundu speech as compared to

the Portuguese? How is it the same? What do we notice or learn about the sound of the

rain recording by listening in a way that emphasizes the differences? What do we notice

or learn about the rain when we emphasize the similarities? What do we leam about each

of the languages and about the similarities and differences between them when we hear

them animated by the sound of the rain? As the piece progresses I try to blend and

compare the sounds of the voices and of the rain to hear new things in their combination.

This is, for me, like the conversations I had with Manuel Rui: it is through the interaction

between us in the context of discussing sense memories and place that we created a dense

network of connections. This has become a network of thought and sensation that I can

enter and explore, using individual nodes or combinations of nodes to consider (share,

compare, filter, construct) a variety of connections between concepts such as myself,

Manuel Rui, language, sense, memory, and place (all general or specif,tc, past or present).

Performing and reflecting on "9rnbgla" has become one of the ways that I enter and

,r,+,n
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explore this network. In creating "Ombela" I have constructed for myself a lens I can ur. 'lb l<, n n7

more about myself and more about the world around me.

#
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bela: Sound Description

u) is inspired by a book of poetry of the same name

Rui, officially published in 2006 but first available in

Luanda in late 2Xlfiøscritor Manuel Rui Monteiro regressa ao mercado com "Ombela".
I'-/

007. Angop. l4 March 2012 <\np_Jlwww.portalangqp.co.aolmotifptpt/noticias/lazer-
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I

poems in Portuguese and Umbundu side-by-side and gives voice to the rains of Huambo

s) region. The musical work uses a technique called

o*ur*r. und Umbundu speech. The voice recordings

cumentary video about "Ondak a community

poor communities. Development Workshop, a Canadian non-governmental organization,

is the primary sponsor of "Ondaka" and produced the documentary from which the

excerpts are taken.

Ombela begins as I take the stage with Gourdo and trigger the playback of a

recording featuring gentle rain and the low rumble of an electrical generator with a

resonant tone from the recording space in the upper-midrange (2.5 kHz). The original

diss02/Warne 12
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stereo recording was made from the covered patio offthe back of the kitchen at an NGO

guesthouse in the city of Huambo in October of 2008. The patio had a number of

advantages for recording the sound of rain in the city in addition to keeping the recording

equipment easily dry: there were a number of different surfaces immediately outside the

patio (grass, concrete, mud, the tin roof of a shed) which gives the recording diversity of

texture; the way that rain gathered on the patio roof and fell to the ground created

recognizable patterns; its dimensions and hard surfaces (10'xl2'x8' with plastered walls, a

set of windows, and tiled floor) give the space a resonance of its own3; its position as a

transitional space between inside and outside meant t apture sounds from

within and from without the house. The sound fades æs over a period of twenty
A

seconds through a 3'd order ambisonic system using eight speakers that encircle the

audience and is distributed with techniques similar to those in YPNR a making the sound

difficult to localize and giving the sensation that it is coming from everywhere.

For the first minute of the piece I remain still, listening to the texture of the sound

in the spaces and cuing the audience to listen carefully. Once I have a sense of the sound

and feel as though the audience has settled into a listening mode, I begin using Gourdo to

bandpass thunder that starts around I :15, growing

through I portion of the spectrum, letting the sound

of the storm highlight the activity of the filter. I add individual bandpass filters to the

sound of the rain, one at a time, each with a nanow enough bandwidth to create the sense

of a pitch. I instantiate each filter by tapping Gourdo to start it, then roll Gourdo from

side to side to set the center frequency and tap Gourdo again to fix the frequency before
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adding next filter.
A

By layering the filters I concentrate on various parts of the recording, highlighting

r the

them slowly and sp_read out at first and then

increasingly quickly and focused near the frequency range of the first two human vocal

formants (200-2000 Hzf,[Sundberg, J. "The Acoustics of the Singing Voice". Scientific

4te

¡ American: March 1977 (SB).lfonce the thunder has died away at 1:30, the sound of theL_ _r

rain in the recording intensifrexroviding a louder, busier source for the filters. Once I

r ¡tl
have all of the filters in place, I pit€h Gourdo backward, toward my body, and tap it to

-b
begin the transitio" r+i" the next section of the piece.

This new section changes Gourdo's settings and introduces a new set of filters for

the sounds of the rain. Wheres the first set of filters is based on the way I hear the
C'

soundfile, the second set is predetermined with center frequencies chosen among

commonly reported average values for first and second formants of a variety of vowels.

-n l*^"t
In the new mode, *9* Gourdo forward and backward, crossfades between the sound

of the rain as affected by the two different filter sets. I begin the section by holding

Gourdo back, close to my body, listening to the hlter set I've chosen and slowly Åil 
+

Gourdo forward, transitioning the sound to the new, formant-based filter set. As I make

the transition, I move incrementally, sometimes reversing course before moving forward

again, listening to compare the two sets of filters. Once pitched entirely forward, we hear

only the formant-based set of filters and the transition is complete.

Keeping Gourdo pitched forward, I tap the instrument again to begin the next

dissO2/Wame
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the previous sectio the sound of the rain through the formant-based filters. Pit"hi!å

Gourdo backward, however, has a different effect: in the rear position the rain is heard

through formant-based filte ith each filter having a dynamic amplitude determined by
A

vocal analyses, This is the section in which the vocoder-like effects start to be applied. In

the background a mix of Portuguese and Umbundu vocal recordings are being fed

through a second formant-based hlterbank; each filter has its amplitude measured and

that amplitude is applied to the corresponding filter in the bank processing the rain. The

mix of speech is determined by Gourdo's roll -. as I roll Gourdo stage left Portuguese

speech is analyzed and as I roll Gourdo stage right the text is crossfaded to Umbundo

speech for analysis. Both filters -- the fixed and dynamic versions -- are running

simultaneously and are applied to the rain recording throughout. During this section I

slowly pitch Gourdo from a forward position (in which the fixed version is heard) to a

backward position (in which the dynamic version is heard). Throughout, I roll Gourdo

left and right, trying to hear the difference each language produces. Once Gourdo is

pitched all the way it to move to the next section of the piece.

The sound i primarily focused on the sound of the rain through the

^
dynamic fi . The difference here is that pitching Gourdo forward now adjusts the

bandwidth the formant frlters. I slowly transition through the section by changing

Gourdo's pitch from arear position to a forward position which makes the bandwidth of

each filter increasingly naffow and, therefore, the pitches increasingly distinct. I still

adjust the recorded language under analysis by rolling Gourdo left and right, which I
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continue to do throughout the section in an effon to hear the difference between the two.

Once Gourdo is pitched all the way forward and the filters'bandwidth is at its most

narrow, I tap Gourdo to fix the bandwidths and move into the penultimate section of the

piece.

In this section, the pitch of Gourdo once again controls a crossfade between two

sound worlds. Pitched forward we hear the sound of the rain through the extremely

naffow bandpass filters with amplitude determined by the vocal analyses. Pitched to the

rear we primarily hear an unfiltered version of the original vocal recordings. Rolling

Gourdo left and úght/{ontinues to crossfade between the languages. The goal of the

section is to reveal the vocal recordings in such away that their relationship to the

pitched material we've been hearing becomes apparent. This transition (frgm front to

slrutQ
back) is again made deliberately, moving forward and backward s!e¡1ttS, bringing the

voices in and out to compare the vocal content to the filtered rain. Throughout, I move

Gourdo left and right to compare the different sounds and effects of the two languages.

Once I have Gourdo pitched all the way to the rear, I tap it to move into the final section

which slowly fades out all filtered sounds leaving only the vocal recordings which I

crossfade between and compare for a moment before tapping Gourdo one final time to

fade out the voices and the piece.

There is one other notable transition occurring in the piece that begins with the

introduction of the dynamic filters and continues until the final moments of the piece:

,{
throughout,thcf*Ée-the sound is slowly moved from the eight-speaker ambisonic

spatialization system to a separate 8-channel system placed at the rear ofthe stage,
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behind the performance space. The effect of the transition is to move the soundstage of

the piece from a diffuse sonic environment to a tightly focused stream of sound at the

front of the performance space near the body of the performer.

l. cite flight blog post -- arranging any travel -- across town or across the country is not

yet a certain thing in Angola.

2. Until the unrest that accelerated in the late 1950s and the independence war beginning

in the 1960s, Huambo (then Nova Lisboa -- "Ne\¡/ Lisbon") was an important agricultural

center in Angola ICITE]. Huambo province is often described as the "richest agricultural

area in Angola" [21. James, W M. Historical Dictionary of Angola. Lanham, MD:

Scarecrow Press, 201 l.
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4. see the reflection for "When the water refurns"-\-
5. The spatialization is randomized producing a slightly different sonic texture in each

performance.

\V
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